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Objectives: Medical research in Syria faced significant limitations due to inadequate human and financial resources, exacerbated by the ongoing war. Until recently, the curriculum did not incorporate sufficient training on research skills. Consequently, extracurricular workshops were initiated or utilized nationwide to acquire research-related expertise, aiming to bolster research output. This study aims to characterize and evaluate these training endeavors concerning research-related knowledge, attitudes, barriers, as well as research productivity.

Methods: This case-control study encompassed all training initiatives in Syria from 2011 to 2020, both on-site and online. Participants consisted of early career healthcare professionals affiliated with all Syrian universities and were recruited into four equal groups based on the quantity of research projects they undertook and published. Our participants reported and assessed individual extracurricular workshops regarding their gained knowledge, attitudes, and practical skills. These initiatives were compared to curricular training and practical peer-led support regarding these outcomes.

Results: The study included 53 on-site and 30 online workshops, displaying diverse distributions and features. Attendance of extracurricular workshops correlated with participants' knowledge, attitudes, and research productivity (p<0.001). The most effective interventions were massive open online courses and workshops lasting over 12 hours. Extracurricular workshops and peer-led support has comparable effectiveness and associated with higher knowledge, attitudes, and practical skills of their beneficiaries in comparison to curricular training (adjusted p<0.05). Lastly, peer trainers in these workshops exhibited more publications and higher levels of knowledge and attitude than the rest of the sample (adjusted p<0.05).
Conclusions: Overall, extracurricular interventions and peer support demonstrated their superiority over curricular training. Despite the varied nature of these workshops and the absence of institutional organization, these approaches exhibited significant potential in enhancing research-related knowledge, promoting positive attitudes, and augmenting research productivity in resource-constrained settings such as Syria.
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INTRODUCTION:

Research in Syria faced many challenges before the war, including limited research capacities and financial support, which led to poor quantity and quality of research output (1,2). The situation was exaggerated during the Syrian armed conflict, which severely devastated the medical and educational infrastructure and forced the majority of the medical personnel to flee the country (3,4). Consequently, the remaining physicians had to deal with a flood of cases related and unrelated to war (5), leaving them too little motivation and time to improve their academic skills and conduct scientific research (6). In addition, the war also impacted the psychological wellbeing of healthcare professionals and workplace violence exacerbated the incidence of burn-out syndrome among them, which put them under constant pressure and depleted their mental health, competence, productivity, and work satisfaction (7,8). Moreover, the lack of research opportunities, as well as the poor training and mentoring became more prominent as the country
was left with a scarcity of expertise in this field (9,10). It is worth mentioning that evidence-based medicine (EBM) was not formally part of the curriculum in Syrian medical faculties until 2016 (9,11). Hence, the pressing and yet unaddressed requirement remained the implementation of accessible, cost-effective, and sustainable training methodologies aimed at augmenting research-related competencies among Syrian medical professionals (12).

On the other hand, significant efforts started to target this paucity at the different Syrian medical schools and they were mainly led by small teams of residents and medical students (9). Local peer-led workshops arose as an alternative cheap method to assist medical students and residents in this field (13). Initially, these teams leveraged online international resources to enhance their research-related knowledge and skills. This initiative empowered them to autonomously strategize, execute, and publish research studies. Subsequently, they effectively orchestrated workshops across Syria, imparting fundamental principles of medical research to their peers, thereby sharing the expertise and experiences acquired. On the institutional level, these efforts were aided by associations gathering Syrian medical professionals practicing abroad such as the Syrian American Medical Society, who also coordinated advanced online courses regarding EBM and academic writing (14,15). Recently, more basic online workshops were delivered by peers performing research careers abroad (13,16). These online workshops were shown to be as effective as face-to-face workshops on participants' knowledge (14), but offered valuable advantages like affordability, flexible accessibility (13), and safety especially in war zones, (15) non-governmental controlled areas (17), and during pandemics (18,19), which made them more favorable in countries with limited resources like Syria. The progress made by Syrian efforts on this front paved the way for Syrian doctors to seek further training from international bodies when provided as massive open online courses (MOOCs) (9,16). For instance, remote-sites were liaised for the comprehensive course “the Introduction to the Principles and Practice of Clinical Research (IPPCR)” provided by the American national institutes of health (NIH) in several Syrian medical faculties and in several years. These steps made it possible to leverage from more
formal sources of medical research training even for participants in massively destroyed cities like Aleppo (20).

Despite the great efforts spent to achieve all these extracurricular interventions and, when assessed, their proven effectiveness, it is difficult to tell whether they collectively achieved the goals they were aimed at nation-wide. These efforts were not tailored based on comprehensive assessments of the needs and barriers at each phase, location, and field (16). Additionally, they were mostly run by individual or team efforts and lacked cohesive organization and coordination, which hindered both the learning and teaching processes in the long run and challenged any comparison of the efficacy of the different efforts. Consequently, it is still to be proved that the Syrian medical research synthesis significantly improved in quality and quantity due to these initiatives, as most of the research articles published from Syria are still mostly case reports and cross-sectional studies and when they do not end up unpublished, they mostly get published in low impact journals. Therefore, this study aimed to characterize all extracurricular training opportunities utilized by early career Syrian healthcare workers during the first decade of the Syrian war and to assess their impact on attendees’ knowledge, attitudes, perceived barriers, as well as their research productivity.

METHODS:

The identification of extracurricular events targeting medical research:

We identified all interventions targeting research capacity building for Syrian healthcare professionals during the period 2011-2020. This was performed through interviews with trainers and trainees from different academic levels and at all Syrian medical schools. We additionally performed a comprehensive search for event invitations on social media platforms, particularly in groups and channels that target Syrian healthcare professionals and medical and paramedical
students around the country. The final list of workshops included all extracurricular in-house training that took place at any of the Syrian medical schools as well as those offered online by international associations or platforms like the American National Institute of Health (NIH) and Coursera. We then extended our interviews to retrospectively define the features of each workshop including its city, year, trainers (professionals or peers), length (approximate number of training hours), size (approximate number of attendees), and focus (research methodology, critical appraisal, academic writing, statistical analysis, systematic reviews, and case reports). Online workshops were also classified into international workshops (i.e., offered by the NIH, Cochrane, Coursera, and Stanford school of Medicine) and Syrian workshops (i.e., offered by the Syrian American Medical Society and Syrian peers abroad). All of the international workshops were delivered in English, while most of the Syrian workshops were presented in Arabic. During data collection, participants also had the possibility to add missing workshops and provide details about their features (e.g., year, city, and duration).

**Study design and population:**

This study had a case-control design, and its sample population is identical to the one reported in our previous article (21). The recruitment for data collection took place between 05.01.2021 and 06.07.2021. Briefly, we communicated the questionnaire individually to all undergraduate students, postgraduate students, residents, and fresh specialists in all Syrian medical and paramedical faculties, who have at least one published article in a peer-reviewed journal. These participants were grouped into two equal arms, the first with one publication and the second with two or more publications. We then recruited two equal control groups, one with participants who contributed to at least one research study (without any publication) and the second with participants who had no previous research contributions. We maintained equal arms at every university and academic level (under- and postgraduates). Syrian specialists and postgraduate students who are currently practicing outside Syria but received their medical training in one of
the Syrian universities were not excluded. Participants in their first or second year of
undergraduate studies or after more than one year from the end of their specialization were
excluded. Further details regarding the ethical approval, data collection, and sample
characteristics can be found in our previous article (21); which also reported participants' self-
reported research-related knowledge, attitudes, and perceived barriers. Briefly, the ethical
approval for this study (30/2020) was obtained from the institutional review board of Damascus
University on 19.01.2021. All participants provided their written informed consent for the
publication of their anonymous data before their participation.

The data collection tool:

The questionnaire developed first asked the participants to identify all the workshops and trainings
they took part in by selecting them from a list that contained the name, year, and city of each
workshop. In the next step, participants had the possibility to refer to their first, second, and third
best workshops in terms of knowledge and skills gained from it. For each of these one to three
workshops, participants also assessed the gained knowledge, attitudes, and practical practice on
a scale from one to ten, where one stood for poor benefit and ten stood for outstanding benefit.
In order to compare these evaluations to other methods of gaining research-related knowledge
and skills, we asked the participants to perform the same evaluation for undergraduate and
postgraduate curricular research training as well as the practical support they received from peers
they worked with on specific research projects. As most of the in-house training was peer-led, we
supplemented the questionnaire with a section asking the participants to identify the workshops
they participated in training. This information was used afterwards to compare the cohort of these
peer trainers to the rest of the sample in terms including knowledge, attitudes, and publications.

Data analysis:
The data was exported to Microsoft Excel 365 version 2011 (year 2020) then analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 23.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, United States). Details about the presentation and statistical analysis of the demographic characteristics, knowledge, attitudes, and barriers including association and correlation tests can be found in the first article (21). In addition, we used different logistic regression tests for models that predicted conducting and publishing research studies as well as number of extracurricular workshops attended and research knowledge and attitudes. For these analyses, regression coefficients and their 95% confidence intervals (CI) were reported as measures of association together with their P values.

As most of the participants with multiple publications attended several workshops with various features, we could not link higher research productivity (i.e., number of conducted and published research projects) to specific workshops characteristics. However, to sidestep this obstacle, we grouped participants repeatedly based on the dominant features in the workshops they attended. These groups of participants were then compared to draw conclusions about features responsible more for higher research conduction. For instance, if more than half of the workshops attended by a participant were delivered by peers, he was included in the group of peer-led training and otherwise he would be in the professional-led training group. The same applied when more than half of the training attended by the participant happened online, originated from international organizations, focused on research methodology, took place after 2017, had more than 12 training hours, and recruited more than 40 participants.

To limit the number of workshops presented, we excluded those that were attended by less than four participants from our population. To mitigate the possibility of over- or underestimating the rank or the self-assessed benefit from any workshop, we also excluded all workshops that received less than three evaluations (by three participants). For the rest, we allocated points based on the ranking the participants gave to each workshop, where workshops ranked first,
second, and third best got three, two, and one points, respectively. To adjust the rankings for the
number of attendees, we divided the sum of the points of each workshop by the number of
participants in our sample who reported attending this workshop. On the other hand, the gained
knowledge, attitudes, and practical practice for each workshop were averaged among entries.

An Alpha value of 0.05 was used as a cutoff to determine statistical significance after Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons. Figures were created using Microsoft Excel 365 version 2011
(year 2020) and the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 23.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
IL, United States), while illustrations were designed using Adobe Illustrator (year 2017) and
Microsoft PowerPoint 365 version 2011 (year 2020).

Patient and Public Involvement:

The target audience for this project encompasses medical under- and postgraduates, and this
report presents their assessment of the needs and challenges faced towards better research
productivity. It is important to note that this project was solely executed by a team comprising
these individuals, ensuring that the research directly addresses their needs and interests.

RESULTS:

The demographics of extracurricular medical research workshops:

Fifty-six in-house workshops that targeted research-related skills were identified during the study
period. Our workshops’ list additionally included 53 online workshops that were accessible to
Syrian healthcare personnel to learn about medical research. Of which, three in-house and 23
online workshops were attended by less than four of our participants and were, therefore,
excluded from the sample. The few in-house workshops that took place before 2017 were
concentrated in Damascus. Afterwards, workshops increased in number and extended to the
other two major Syrian medical schools (i.e., Aleppo, and Latakia). In general, the workshops
varied in the length of training, number of trainees, and covered topics. However, it can be noted
that the most common trained topic of in-house workshops was research methodology (26; 49%),
and these workshops had larger size than the ones focusing on other research skills. It is also
worth mentioning that the topics covered were not homogenously distributed across the years
(e.g., most systematic review workshops happened between 2016 and 2017). Additionally, the
majority of in-house workshops (n=45; 85%) were conducted by peers, leaving only seven
professional-led workshops, which focused mainly on research methodology. On the other hand,
the majority of online workshops were delivered by professionals as MOOCs (n=22; 71%), and
they mostly had more than 12 training hours. However, we could still isolate a group of online
workshops delivered by Syrians, which were classified into professional-led trainings conducted
by the SAMS and peer-led ones (Fig 1).

Fig 1: Inhouse and online training sources on medical research.

Fig 1 legend: Panel a illustrated inhouse trainings while panel b illustrates online sources of
training.

The vast majority of these extracurricular workshops were offered for free and to all under- and
postgraduate students as well as specialists. Nevertheless, we found that participants affiliated
with the University of Aleppo attended more workshops compared to participants in Damascus
and Latakia (P<0.001). Furthermore, participants who had better internet connectivity or higher
English competence also attended more workshops (S. table 1).

The effectiveness of extracurricular medical research workshops:
After excluding the participants who never attended any research focused extracurricular workshop, we found a significant moderate positive correlation between the number of extracurricular trainings attended and the number of research projects conducted. The number of attended trainings also correlated with the number of publications as well as the total scores of knowledge and attitudes (Fig 2). Moreover, we entered the number of trainings attended together with the total scores of knowledge, attitudes, and barriers, as well as the academic score in a stepwise multiple regression model to predict the number of research projects conducted or published for each participant. This analysis showed that the total knowledge score could independently predict research conduction and publication similarly to our previous article. However, the number of attended extracurricular workshops had an independent added change of 3.6% to the R² (P<0.001) specifically in the prediction of number of conducted research studies (S. table 2).

Fig 2: The impact of the number of workshops attended on research productivity as well as the self-reported knowledge and attitudes towards medical research.

Fig 2 Legend: Panel a represents the correlations of conduction (blue) and publication (orange) of research studies, while panel b represents the same for the total knowledge (green) and attitudes (grey) scores. The correlations were estimated based on Spearman’s rho methods. Participants who never attended any workshop were excluded (n=452 for participation and panel b; n=364 for publication).

Comparing the features of medical research extracurricular workshops:
MOOCs and workshops that had more than 12 training hours were associated with a higher number of conducted and published studies as well as higher knowledge scores than Syrian-led trainings and shorter workshops, respectively (Fig 3 and Fig 4). These findings were confirmed by stronger correlations between the number of workshops attended with these features on the first side and research productivity, knowledge, and attitudes on the other side (S. table 3). However, as these two features significantly coexist (i.e., most MOOCs had more than 12 training hours), we ran an ordinal logistic regression that confirmed the independent contributions of these two features to the higher research productivity (S. table 4). Furthermore, to isolate the added value of these two features, we added the total knowledge score (i.e., the best predictor of publications) to the same logistic regression. Interestingly, MOOCs lost their independence in predicting the number of publications while the length of the workshops retained its independent effect (S. table 5). On the other hand, participants who attended more professional-led trainings also conducted more research projects and had higher knowledge than those who attended more peer-led trainings. This difference was evident on the correlation analysis but did not show independent contributions to the predictions in the regression analyses.

Fig 3: The impact of workshops features on research conduction and publication.

Fig 3 legend: The bars refer to statistically significant differences in Mann-Whitney U test after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (P=0.05/8=0.006); the boxes depict interquartile ranges; the horizontal lines in the boxes present the medians; the X signs show the means; the extending vertical lines illustrate the ranges; and the dots that exceed the line represent outliers.
Fig 4: The impact of workshops features on participants’ knowledge, and attitudes towards research.

Fig 4 Legend: The bars refer to statistically significant differences in Mann-Whitney U test after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (P=0.05/8=0.006); the boxes depict interquartile ranges; the horizontal lines in the boxes present the medians; the X signs show the means; the extending vertical lines illustrate the ranges; and the dots that exceed the line represent outliers.

Participants’ evaluation of extracurricular medical research workshops, curricular training, and peer support:

Three-hundred-fifty-six participants of our sample indicated the best one to three extracurricular trainings they attended then self-evaluated their gained knowledge, attitudes, and practical skills from each one of them. After excluding the workshops that received less than three individual evaluations, only 54 workshops remained for the analysis. These assessments showed that averaged evaluations of the one to three best extracurricular workshops refer to higher gained knowledge, attitudes, and practical practice than the average of under- and postgraduate official curricular training. It also showed that practical peer support was rated as high as the extracurricular workshops and was also significantly higher than curricular training on the three scales (S. Fig 1). We then ran a correlation analysis between the self-evaluated gained knowledge and attitudes from each of the three training sources with the total knowledge and attitudes scores. The correlations confirmed our findings as they were significant for extra-curricular workshops and peer support but not for the curricular training. Additionally, the estimation of the gained knowledge, attitudes, and practical practice from peer support correlated significantly with research productivity, which did not apply to evaluations regarding curricular training. Meanwhile,
the same correlations regarding extracurricular workshops did not survive correction for multiple comparisons (S. table 6).

To compare the evaluations of gained knowledge, attitudes, and practical practice among the different features of the workshops, we averaged the assessments of each workshop across participants. Then, we compared the groups of workshops for each gained outcome. However, the only difference that survived the correction for multiple comparisons was the higher practical skills gained from MOOCs when compared to other online workshops (S. Fig 2).

Training on extracurricular medical research workshops:

Seventy-five participants in our sample trained in at least one of the studied peer-led workshops; most of them (n=62, 82.7%) trained in less than three workshops, and 49 of them (65.3%) were affiliated with the University of Aleppo (S. table 7). Participants who trained in workshops reported higher numbers of research projects conducted and published as well as greater knowledge and attitudes compared to those who did not train on any workshop regardless of whether they attended or did not attend any workshop. Trainers also showed higher English competence and attended more workshops compared to those who did not participate in training any workshop (Fig 5). Among these five variables (i.e., research conduction, publication, knowledge, attitudes, and English level), the number of research projects conducted, and knowledge and attitudes scores were isolated as significant independent predictors of the variability between those who trained and did not train on workshops in a binary logistic regression analysis (S. table 8).

Fig 5: Comparison of the demographic characteristics and research contributions between peer trainers and attendees of research related trainings as well as those who never attended any of these trainings.
DISCUSSION:

Despite the unprecedented humanitarian crisis in Syria, Syrian students sought to develop their research skills by attending numerous in-house and online workshops conducted through Syrian efforts or provided by international organizations. This study was novel in providing a broad overview of the characteristics and effectiveness of all these interventions used during the first ten years of the Syrian armed conflict. We first proved that attending more of these workshops was associated with higher research knowledge, attitudes, and productivity. Then, we showed that self-reported research knowledge had particularly the strongest correlation with the number of attended workshops and was also the strongest predictor of the number of conducted and published research projects. Additionally, we could, using participants’ evaluations, show that these extracurricular interventions were more effective than curricular training and as valuable as practical peer support during ongoing research projects. Finally, we presented a scheme summarizing all the modifiable personal factors that play a role in improving or hindering research productivity in our limited resources settings (Fig 6).

Fig 6: A scheme depicting all the investigated factors that affect research productivity among early career health professionals as well as the interrelations among them.
Fig 6 Legend: The blue arrows represent significant positive correlations; the orange arrows illustrate significant independent predictors with the dependent variable ahead of the arrow; and the green arrows depict significant association with higher effectiveness or recruitment of the extracurricular trainings.

Even in countries where research training is deeply rooted as a part of the curriculum, research workshops seemed to be the most effective way of training (22). These workshops are also widely recognized as an effective tool for promoting medical research in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) (23–25). In Syrian, they were suggested as an attainable alternative to address the shortcomings of the research curriculum (10,16). Previous reports assessing individual interventions that targeted research skills including EBM and academic writing in Syria highlighted the knowledge-enhancing effects of their workshops (11,13,14,26), or at least improvement limited to attendees’ confidence (27), or perceived skills (15). Additionally, a recent cross-sectional study on Syrian residents suggested that attending more trainings on medical research correlates with better practices of EBM (28). We similarly proved that attending more research workshops has a significant positive impact on research-related knowledge. Although this finding comes in line with previous reports, it uniquely generalizes their findings employing a novel comprehensive assessment that pooled all eligible interventions in the study period and recruited a large sample size from several universities and academic levels.

Our findings also confirmed that participants who attended more workshops reported higher attitudes towards research, which was described as a major outcome of one workshop targeting EBM (26). Notably, attitudes towards research were less strongly correlated with workshops attendance compared to knowledge. We can attribute that to the fact that medical personnel in Syria, even those who have never conducted any research project, generally reported high
attitudes towards research (10,16), and this does not apply to the poor research-related
knowledge repetitively reported (21,28,29). The weak impact of workshops on attitudes can also
be due to the limited effectiveness of workshops in addressing certain research barriers, such as
language, internet connection, and time availability (10,11,16,29), thus, hindering attitudes
strengthening towards medical research.

Despite that, when it comes to studying the improvement in research productivity, trainings on
research skills can achieve it in several pathways (Fig 6). Our previous article established that
self-reported knowledge explains much of the variability in the number of conducted and
published scientific papers (21). The current study also proves that attending research-related
workshops as an independent factor has a positive additional value on research conduction. This
can be attributed to the development of leadership and time management skills through
extracurricular activities (30) and the possibility to engage more effectively in the research
community during such trainings (31). The extracurricular workshops in Syria were also
suggested to help in establishing research networks that foster research knowledge and
participation, in addition to enhancing students' understanding of research materials (10,20). The
higher research productivity we found among participants who attended longer workshops
supports this logic, as the time by itself may offer a higher probability to the establishment of the
aforementioned research networks. Although, the literature suggests that shorter courses can be
of higher feasibility and effectiveness (12,32), they might not offer further mentorship after the
training (33), possibly suggesting a lower impact on research productivity, which meets our
findings.

Although MOOCs and traditional learning showed similar effectiveness in medical education by
means of a meta-analysis (34), MOOCs remain a valuable, and sometimes the only, asset in
LMICs to acquire the needed knowledge and skills to conduct research projects (35). In line with
that, our study found that participants who attended MOOCs reported higher knowledge and
research productivity than those who attended other workshops. This can be explained by the findings of Li et al, which highlighted that MOOCs attendees tend to have higher motivation to learn (36). The open-structure of MOOCs also allows students to design their individual learning objectives depending on their needs (37). Therefore, we can speculate that participants who had running projects preferably attended MOOCs to address the specific knowledge gaps they faced during the progress of their projects, which could be the reason behind the higher knowledge and research conduction we found among MOOCs attendees. A similar pattern was evident in an academic writing workshop, where participants who practiced research skills through writing assignments gained higher objective knowledge than those who did not achieve these assignments (13).

Although the investigated workshops were in general effective in improving research knowledge, attitudes, and productivity, it is difficult to believe that Syrian healthcare personnel leveraged from the full capacities of these interventions. It was quite evident that these interventions lacked a consistent pattern across the different cities and varied in terms of content, delivery, and targeted group(s). This lack of organization can be attributed to the fact that they were in most cases driven by the needs in their proximity, which suggests a significant room for improvement if they become tailored based on up-to-date representative assessments of the needs and barriers towards research (10,13,16,21). On the other hand, we assume that the lack of institutional collaborations constrained the amplitude of benefit, especially from in-house workshops, to specific groups and locations. Therefore, it is important to emphasize the role of the concerned faculties and ministries in organizing research training efforts. This is particularly relevant in developing countries, where personnel with decision-making capacities are less involved in the scientific progress (38).

Nevertheless, this study emphasized the role of peers in pushing the wheel of research training in Syria (9). The vast majority of in-house trainings, as well as some online workshops, in our analysis relied heavily or completely on under- or postgraduate peer trainers with wider research
experiences and higher research-related knowledge and attitudes. This role of peers was particularly underlined in countries grappling with significant training gaps and depletion of professionals, as reported in the Syrian case (10,11,13,16). The reliance on peers in such settings is both justified and indispensable, as peer-led training presents a practical and affordable solution that alleviates the burden on professors and faculty members (39,40). Superiority of peer training might also be argued, as one study also reported negative experiences (e.g., uncomfortable interaction) in extracurricular activities delivered by faculty members (30). Notably, the support from peers extended beyond extracurricular trainings to personalized peer-to-peer assistance during ongoing research projects (9,16). Our study further underscored that these two forms of peer-support are of comparable value in the gained knowledge, attitudes, and practice. Interestingly, both of these methods were significantly more valuable to beneficiaries than the previously deemed substandard curricular research training (10,11,16), suggesting them as an established solution for the dearth of expertise in Syria (13).

Limitations:

In spite of the strengths that reside in our sample and methodology, our findings still provide proof of association rather than causality. For instance, it might be argued that participants with higher knowledge, attitudes, and more research projects are those who attend workshops training research skills. However, this remains unlikely for two reasons. First, this explanation does not justify how high our participants evaluated the best workshops they attended (S. Fig 1). Second, a significant group of participants had multiple research projects despite declaring that they never attended any workshop training research skills (Fig 5). On the other hand, one systematic review suggests that increased knowledge may be driven by medical students’ motivation to achieve higher grades on curriculum-based assessments (41). This explanation does not apply to our sample, as several reports described how Syrian researchers lack the institutional and curricular motivation to perform research (10,11,16). Additionally, the academic scores of our participants
did not correlate with any measure of attitudes towards research (21). Moreover, the tool we used remains subjective and lacks the objectivity in assessing research-related knowledge in particular. It might have also been affected by recall bias as some of the trainings were ten years old by the time of data collection. Finally, as many participants attended a mixture of workshops of different characteristics, it was quite difficult to purely assess the impact of each of their characteristics individually. However, we believe that the clustering methods we used in addition to the self-evaluation of the best workshops are the best feasible approaches to overcome this obstacle.

Conclusion:

The extracurricular interventions targeting medical research paucity in Syria have proven successful in helping Syrian early-career medical researchers to find their voice (27). Regardless of the dreadful circumstances of war, these workshops increased research attitudes, knowledge, skills, and productivity, and facilitated engagement in the research community. Local peers and international professionals played crucial roles in this progress; however, these efforts still lack the institutionally-organized framework that can be achieved by joining forces with medical faculties.
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**PRACTICE POINTS:**

Syrian extracurricular training initiatives positively impact knowledge, attitudes, and research productivity among early career healthcare professionals.

Expanding extracurricular initiatives could offer a maintainable method to significantly enhance research capacity in resource-constrained settings.

Massive open online courses and longer-duration trainings are more effective in achieving these outcomes.

Policymakers and educators may incorporate these initiatives to optimize research outcomes despite limited resources.
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